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Introduction
RegTech is the contraction of
“Regulatory Technology” which
has come to describe the group
of companies that are using
technology to address regulatory
challenges in the financial services
sector. The aim is to bring both
operational and cost efficiencies to
the processes currently in place to
comply with financial regulations.

Regulators are one of the key players in this system.
Whilst technology has underpinned some of their
backend workflows and processes over the last
couple of decades, it is in response to post-2008
finance regulation, coupled with the more recent
birth of FinTech, that has forced regulators to evolve
into tech savvy, data-driven organizations. As new
technologies have emerged, the growth in resulting
data has been phenomenal and regulators find
themselves turning to RegTech to find solutions to
collect, analyse and digest this data.
From a private sector perspective, firms operating in
the financial sector are struggling to keep pace with
frequent changes in regulations and the verification
process. KYC (Know Your Customer), AML (AntiMoney Laundering) and DD (Due Diligence)
guidelines help to prevent financial institutions
from being used for criminal activity such as money
laundering. Applying all these checks and adhering
to the guidelines is an extremely timely, costly and

laborious process for wealth managers. Those who
fail to successfully adhere to compliance legislation
can find themselves at the mercy of unforgiving
finance regulators. Fines into the millions, legal fees,
damages to reputations and even personal liability
for senior management or compliance officers
are absolutely not unheard of. Despite FinTech
and RegTech solutions being adopted by finance
institutions and wealth managers, the sheer velocity
of ever-changing legislation remains a key challenge.
We are seeing a flurry of smaller start up companies
and large multinationals looking at and developing
new solutions within RegTech. Whether tackling a
single component of source of weath verification or
providing instant 360 access to client information,
firms are finding new ways to capture, verify and
share data fast whilst complying with a multitude of
cross border laws and regulations. Money-ID aims
to do just that. Aimed at delivering cost efficiencies,
time-savings and improved trust.
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What is RegTech and how does it impact
Wealth Management?
Regulatory technology, more commonly
known as ‘RegTech’, comes in the
wake of FinTech. The financial crisis
of 2008, increased global terrorism
and the resulting onslaught of
financial regulations has somewhat
forced RegTech into existence.

Agility

01

Clutered and Interwired data sets
can be de-coupled and organized
through ETL (Extract, Transfer,
Load) technologies

04

In the Deloitte report ‘RegTech Is The New FinTech’, the
key characteristics of RegTech are described as:

02
Speed

Reports can be conﬁgured and
generated quickly

RegTech

Integration

It oﬀers short timeframes
to get solution up and running

The FCA (UK) describes RegTech as “the adoption of
new technologies to facilitate the delivery of regulatory
requirements” but the real innovation in RegTech lies
in NLP or natural language processing. Information
that comes in the form of human language or
words can now also be processed. Coupled with
metadata extraction, documents can be read and
processed by a machine instead of humans. This is
a fundamental advancement to a service industry
that relies heavily on the ‘written’ compliance law of
the land.

Analytics

03

A recent Deloitte report quoted
biologist Edward Wilson “We are
drowning in information, while starving for wisdom”. RegTech uses analytics
tools to intelligently mine existing “Big
Data” data sets and unlock their true
potential e.g. using the same data for
multiple purposes.

• Agility – cluttered and intertwined data sets
can be decoupled and organised through ETL
(Extract, Transfer Load) technologies.
• Speed – Reports can be configured and
generated quickly.
• Integration – short timeframes to get solution
up and running.
• Analytics – A recent Deloitte report quoted
biologist Edward Wilson “We are drowning in
information, while starving for wisdom”. RegTech
uses analytic tools to intelligently mine existing
“big data” data sets and unlock their true potential
e.g. using the same data for multiple purposes.

Finance Conduct Regulators and
RegTech – A marriage made in heaven?
According to an EY report, “Each of the key players
in the system has a distinct role in the development of
common industry solutions and successful integration
into risk management frameworks within the wider
regulatory change agenda.” Regulators are one of the
key players in this system.
Whilst technology has underpinned some of their
backend workflows and processes over the last
couple of decades, it is in response to post-2008
finance regulation, coupled with the
more recent birth of FinTech, that has forced
regulators to evolve into tech savvy, dta-driven
organizations. However, keeping up with FinTech
developments like robo-advisors, blockchain
technology and crowdfunding is no cheap business
and it remains very challenging for regulators to say
the least.
As new technologies have emerged, the
growth in resulting data has been phenomenal.
Unsurprisingly, regulators find themselves turning
to RegTech; hopeful it will be their solution to
trawling through, analysing and making accurate
decisions from this market data. The better they
can do this, the more effective they can be in their
understanding and intelligence in supervision, risk
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What is RegTech and how does it impact
Wealth Management?
analysis, investor and consumer behaviour and
cybercrime etc. Ultimately, this evolution is moving
towards increased accuracy, speed and efficiency in
financial market monitoring.

What is the knock-on effect
for wealth managers?
Firms are struggling to keep pace with frequent
changes in regulations and the verification process.
KYC (Know Your Customer), AML (Anti-Money
Laundering) and DD (Due Diligence) guidelines help
to prevent financial institutions from being used
for criminal activity such as money laundering.
To establish sources of wealth, ID verification,
risk potential, customer behaviour patterns
and matching it with peer data is a complex but
necessary burden. However, applying all these
checks and adhering to the guidelines is an
extremely timely, costly and laborious process for
wealth managers.
Wealth management firms and banks have found
themselves hiring tens of thousands of compliance
officers simply to keep up with growing compliance
demands. In a recent KPMG report, it stated that
“industry-wide compliance costs has ballooned to an
estimated $70 billion annually in the United States
alone”. It is no surprise that innovations such
CreditBench which aggregates and anonymises

credit risk data, or Robo Compliance Officer, which
combines regulatory expertise with innovative
technology to provide accelerated compliance
services to financial institutions are finding excited
and eager audiences. Massive cost efficiencies are
at stake here which could ripple through a wealth
management firm and become a game changer for
many players in the industry.

It’s still early days though…

compliance at 15-20 percent of the total cost of running
the business at financial firms. That’s nearly one-fifth
of an entire firm’s budget just to stay in business and
avoid fines from regulators”. So any way you slice
it, the (potential) impact for wealth managers is
clear; massively reduced costs, increased speed,
improved compliancy, more agility and (as always) a
competitive edge on those who don’t embrace these
new technologies.

Despite these leaps in innovative advances and
combinations of human and machine intelligence,
regulators are still juxta positioned between
monitoring the (traditional) human activity in the
financial markets together with the new machine
activity. Their workload has effectively doubled
since the onslaught of FinTech. To address this
problem, they are focused on adopting RegTech
where possible, but it still remains an overwhelming
struggle in these early days. RegTech is starting to
ease the burden but it is in its infancy and we need
time to see it fully mature.
Furthermore, wealth managers and banks are
biting the hand off any new start up or innovative
technology that can accelerate the compliance
onboarding process, together with ensuring it
adheres to the latest legal developments. Thomson
Reuters estimates “the cost of governance, risk and
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Can Artificial Intelligence improve client onboarding?
In 2008, the financial world as we
knew it was in crisis; governments
and regulators responded with a
major-league level of new financial
legislation, designed to clamp down,
control and prevent similar market
collapses. Today, for example, we
no longer live in a world where it is
acceptable to underperform during
the due diligence process, otherwise
known as KYC (Know Your Customer).
This source of wealth verification
procedure is not only a legal necessity
for financial institutes; it can cost
them dearly if they get it wrong.

Those who fail to successfully adhere to compliance
legislation can find themselves at the mercy of
unforgiving finance regulators. Fines into the
millions, legal fees, damages to reputations and
even personal liability for senior management or
compliance officers are absolutely not unheard of. In
2016 alone, the AFM (Autoriteit Financiele Markten,
the financial services regulatory authority for The
Netherlands) issued €8.5 million in fines alone,
together with hundreds of warning and instructive
letters on compliance with standards. Year on year,
the trend continues to grow. In the UK, according
to FX-MM, ‘as of May 1st 2017, fines issued by the FCA
and Prudential Regulation Authority (PRA) totalled
£190 million, up from £40 million in fines issued in all
of 2016.’ Regulators are learning how to catch firms
more easily, largely thanks to AI technologies, but
there is still some way to go.
Despite FinTech and RegTech solutions being
adopted by finance institutions and wealth
managers, the sheer velocity of ever-changing
legislation remains a key challenge. To give you a
quick insight into this, why not watch this video,
published by Wolters Kluwer Financial Services on
September 5th, 2017.

Where AI is already proving successful
As we have seen, the KYC process is taken very
seriously, but the process is laborious and therefore
burdensome to say the least. We have spoken of
the increased amount of compliance and legislation
officers being hired around the world to cope with
the demand, but what if AI could step in and solve
or, at the very least, improve this problem for wealth
managers?
Let’s take a brief look at where AI is already making
waves in compliance and onboarding procedures.
Through API’s and cloud based decision making
engines, Kyckr, the Irish FinTech firm registered on
the Australian Stock Exchange, enables automated
data cleansing, remediation and monitoring.
Their self-proclaimed ‘best in class KYC solution’
can apparently ‘dramatically improve onboarding
timelines’.
It is not only smaller, start up companies that are
looking at and developing new solutions with
RegTech. Large, multinationals are also investing
heavily in this area. However, these enterprises,
owing to their size and often complicated internal
hierarchies, can be inherently slow to develop new
technologies. Start-up, agile and smaller companies
often have the competitive edge.
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Can Artificial Intelligence improve client onboarding?
Introducing the Robo
Compliance Officer
Meet the Robo Compliance Officer that we, at
Planet of finance, have recently launched. Aimed
at delivering cost efficiencies, time-savings and
improved trust between wealth managers and
clients, the RoboCompliance Officer makes
onboarding and finding new clients really easy.

So how does it work?
“Whilst the engine is complex, the user experience is
simple” explains Alain Broyon, Partner, Planet of
Finance. “First the clients complete their own MoneyID profile. This is a financial ‘passport’ which includes
all their information on identity, wealth, source of
wealth, source of funds/cash, financial biography, tax
information, and attestations/verification etc. We then
created a savvy little algorithm which gives the client
a ‘score’ out of 100. This score shows the level of data
integrity the user has reached” continues Broyon.

But what is the value of Money-ID
to financial institutes?

have done this, financial institutions and wealth
managers can access these financial passports
through the RoboComplianceOfficer” adds Broyon.
“Wealth managers who have access to our
RoboComplianceOfficer can browse through these
finanical passports by looking at the resulting wealth
score and other supporting data. Essentially, the
hard and repetitive work is already done, wealth
managers have all their new client information at
their fingertips.

So the source of wealth verification
procedure is already completed?
How trustworthy is that?
“That’s right, the laborious and time-consuming tasks
have already been completed by the client himself
through Money-ID. Different proofs have already been
aggregated and analysed such as public information,
lawyers and notaries’ electronic confirmations or other
documents. ” Broyon continues, “here is an example
of where AI can deliver time-saving and cost-efficient
solutions to wealth managers, and provide access to
all the prerequisite information ensuring they meet all
AMF/CTL regulations”

“This unique financial passport allows clients, or
potential clients, to not only own, but share their
data with counter-parties that they have selected
including financial institutions. Once clients
© Planet of finance – The RegTech Storm is Coming – 9
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Can RegTech give powers back to customers?
Up until as little as a decade ago, if
you were in the market for wealth
management advice, your only option
was turning to a human expert;
someone with years of experience
and expertise to draw upon. Then,
once your source of wealth verification
process and other onboarding
procedures were complete, you
would eventually become a client and
start paying a fee for the services
of a wealth management expert.

This expert would manage your financial planning
and investment portfolio, amongst other services.
However, the price for this expertise wasn’t cheap.
According to the Financial Times in 2014, ‘investors
typically pay more than 1% for the wealth manager’s
service, plus fees for underlying funds of about
2% per year – often on hundreds of thousands of
pounds’. Together with these huge fees, there existed
a worrying lack of transparency. Many investors,
for example, found themselves paying high fees
for ‘ongoing advisory services’ or ‘discretionary
management services’. Unsurprisingly, this left a lot of
investors disgruntled to say the least.
Move forward by a handful of years and all of a
sudden the rise of robo-advisors* has led to a more
self-enabled, open to all approach when managing
one’s personal wealth. As a result of putting the
control of wealth management into the hands of
an underlying layer of algorithms and technology,
the market has been opened up to the masses. The
days are gone when you need to have your wealth
manager’s telephone number on speed dial.
Nowadays, for as little as €1,000, you can find a roboadvisor to help you invest. However, despite opening
the market to all, processes like due diligence and
KYC (know your customer) are even stricter than a
decade ago, largely thanks to post-2008 compliance
legislation which has pushed for 100% adherence.

Furthermore, as the technology in this industry has
significantly advanced, everyone is more aware
than they were a decade ago when it comes to data
protection and data ownership.

Taking ownership of your own data
The source of wealth verification and other
onboarding procedures have always been viewed
as a rather painful experience for both the wealth
manager and the investor. To many it felt like
mountains of paper work, questions and answers,
files, copies, signatures etc. were required to
complete this laborious task. And once approved, the
investor was probably so relieved to be able to put
it behind them and start investing, that they didn’t
give much thought as to where all that information
was stored, or by whom and under what regulations.
Up until recently, data breaches were not high on
the average investors priorities, there was a basic
assumption that personal data was adequately and
securely managed.
But that is all in the past now. Data capturing is
no longer a standalone process – it is happening
everywhere and all the time. Online banking,
shopping, gaming, networking, downloading and
communications (to name but a few) are regular
activities that the majority of people are taking part
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Can RegTech give powers back to customers?
in every day. Data is even evolving into a currency
in itself.
Yet it can still be sickeningly easy for hackers to
obtain vital information from both companies
and individuals. Protecting personal data is not
a ‘hot topic’, it is a fundamental necessity if you
intend to conduct any part of your life online –
including the simple act of sending emails.

Giving the power and control back
These are many examples of where AI-based
technology is securing the online world around
us. But what if you put the power into the hands
of the end client? What if you could build a
product where the investor is in control of their
own source of wealth verification and financial
data protection?
“MoneyID aims to do just that” claims Olivier
Collombin, Founding Partner, Planet of finance.
“MoneyID puts the control of personal finance data
into the client’s hands. It is a user-friendly platform
where they can provide all their certified customer
information (also ensuring they meet all AMF/CTL
regulations) in one secure digital space.”

But why would a client want to do this?
“Well, firstly, when they use MoneyID they are in total
control of their personal finance data” Collombin
continues “and secondly, clients are able to decide
who has access to it and who doesn’t. Those
clients who authorize their data to be visible in the
RoboComplianceOfficer (accessed by wealth managers)
are rewarded, this is an interesting incentive for
investors”.

Consider reading our
series of articles on the Rise
of the Robo-Advisor to discover
how high service fees and lack of
transparency in wealth management
are being overcome through the
adoption of FinTech innovations.

How does a wealth manager
stand to benefit then?
“When a wealth manager accesses the Robo
ComplianceOfficer they know two very important
things:
1. t he client data has been pre-verified and meets all the
AML/CTF regulations;
2. t he client has authorised them to access the data
already.” Collombin adds, “this significantly
streamlines the onboarding process for wealth
managers and investors, but furthermore, it also
makes searching for and inviting new clients much
easier; meaning their portfolios can grow and the
market is managed in a more transparent manner
for both wealth manager and client alike”.
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The RegTech Revolution
Cartography
The RegTech Revolution Cartography is a non-exhaustive list of RegTech businesses operating across the world.
Sources: MarketFintech/Deloitte/FNLondon/Techworld/Tearsheet/Middlegame Ventures.
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Regulatory Reporting
NAME

DESCRIPTION

REGION

28MSEC

Repository where existing data definitions and taxonomies can be imported, reconciled, and unified and
used for reporting.

Switzerland

Accudelta

Data solution to manage key information documents.

UK, USA, Ireland

AssetLogic

Central repository for investment data and documents.

UK, USA, Ireland, Luxembourg

Bearingpoint

Provide software solutions for prudential regulatory reporting, solvency reporting, liquidity reporting, and
complex instruments reporting

USA, Europe, Asia Pacific, Morocco, United Arab
Emirates, Argentina, Colombia, Brazil, Chile

Cappitech

EMIR trading and regulatory reporting for funds

Israel

ClearMash

Everything you need to collect, improve, present, audit, search and manage your regulation intelligence

Israel

Clausematch

Data solution to manage Key Information Documents

UK

CrowdCheck

Solutions for Reg A, Reg D, and Reg CF participants

USA

DerivativesTech

Data solution to manage Key Information Documents

Germany

FD-Reporting

Provide answers to the growing concerns of fund industry actors regarding costs, inefficiencies, redundant
systems, disparate processes and lack of standardisation International reporting for funds.

Luxembourg

Fortia Financial Solutions

Data based compliance management & reporting solutions for asset managers

France

FundApps

Help fund managers simplify their regulatory compliance processes

UK, USA

Fund Recs

Data management and reconciliation software for funds

Ireland

Fundsquare

Secure communication channel between funds & financial supervisory authorities

Luxembourg

Fintellix

Provide risk monitoring & regulatory reporting in various countries

India

Hexanika

Global regulatory reporting templates and data management

India, USA

Idisclose

Prepares crowdfunding and private placement disclosures

USA

Kompli Global

Use digital technologies to facilitate regulatory compliance

UK

Modelity

Data solution to manage Key Information Documents

USA, Italy, Netherlands, Poland, Hong Kong, Korea,
Israel

MoneyMate Group

Collects, analyses, validates and distributes securely the data

UK, USA, Ireland

Nex Regulatory Reporting

End-to-end solution for all regulatory reporting.

UK

QuanTemplate

Regulatory reporting and data analytics for insurance companies

UK, USA, Gibraltar

REGIS-TR

European trade repository set up to enable market players to report derivative trades as required under EU
regulation

Luxembourg

Secondfloor

Generates analytics and regulatory and management reports with workflow controls

Netherlands

Silverfinch

Regulatory data hub for asset managers and insurers

UK, Ireland, Luxembourg

TransFICC

Reporting for fixed income and derivatives trading operations

UK

ViClarity

Automated risk/compliance monitoring and reporting platform

UK, USA, Ireland

Vizor

Designed for regulators to better monitor their regulated entities

Ireland, Dubai, Canada
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Risk Management
NAME

DESCRIPTION

REGION

Algodynamix

Portfolio risk analytics that predict disruptive market events

UK

Accuity

Protect reputations with comprehensive data and software to control risk and compliance, and flexible tools
to optimise payments processes

USA

Aqmetrics

Provide automated risk monitoring and regulatory reporting in a single cloud based platform

UK, USA, Ireland

Arachnys

Risk and compliance technology and data company

UK, USA

Athena Portfolio Solutions

Tracks live market data to generate portfolio risk alerts

Israel

Credit Benchmark

Apply a proven business approach to create a new source of credit risk data: banks’ aggregated credit views

UK, USA

DueDil

Complete and connected company information to help businesses find opportunities and evaluate risks

UK

Global Fund Watch

Due diligence of fund counterparties

Sweden

Nice Actimize

Detect, prevent, and investigate money laundering, fraud, and compliance violations with a holistic view of
risk across your organization

France

Neo RM

Measures risk management controls

UK, USA

Open GAMMA

Predicts CCP margin requirements

UK

Open Risk

Centralized risk management dashboard

Netherlands

Promapp

Help change, incident and risk management. Improve business processes with proven process mapping
software

New Zealand, Australia, UK, USA

Risk System

Regulatory risk management for funds

Ireland, UK

Scaled Risk

Big data platform informing risk management processes

France, Belgium

Trade Informatics

Trade counterparty risk management

USA

Traiana

Pre and post trade risk management, including credit risk

UK, USA, Tel-Aviv, Hong Kong, Singapore

Visual Risk

Processes, analyses and displays complex data in a graphical manner for internal treasury functions

UK, Australia, Philippines
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Customer Due Diligence/ Know Your Customer
NAME

DESCRIPTION

REGION

Albany Group

Client due diligence solutions

UK

Apiax

Apiax transforms complex regulations into digital compliance rules, which are constantly up-to-date and
verified, accessible via an API.

Switzerland

ComplyAdvantage

AI-driven risk database on people and companies that pose financial crime risk. AML Screening & Monitoring

UK, USA, Romania

Contego

Perform detailed checks on people, companies & ID documents, to help our clients optimise their business
processes, reduce risk, and help ensure compliance

UK

Cynopsis Solutions

Transaction monitoring for combating money laundering and terrorism financing activities

Singapore

Encompass

Due diligence/onboarding automation and reporting

UK

Fenergo

Client lifecycle management software solutions for Financial Institutions around customer & client
onboarding, CDD, tax compliance

UK, USA, Australia, Abu Dhabi, Singapore , Japan, Poland

Identity Mind Global

Provide a plug-in software solution that handles the necessary AML requirements, including KYC,
required to launch your ICO around the world

USA

Invoxis

Enable clients to extract, collect and analyse data from multiple sources in order to make
the best decisions for their businesses

France, Luxembourg

KeeSystem

Reduce all constraints linked to compliance

Monaco, Switzerland

Know Your Customer

High-tech solution for rapid ID verification

Ireland, Hong Kong, Shangai

KYC3

Customer monitoring and reports

Luxembourg

KYC-Chain

Blockchain-based customer onboarding

Hong Kong

KYC Exchange Net

Secure communication platform for Know Your Customer (KYC) and Customer Due Diligence (CDD)
purposes for the financial industry

Switzerland

Muinmos

Validates whether a client can trade in a service/instrument

Denmark

Onfido

Allow financial services firms to comply with anti-corruption-driven KYC checks and anti-money
laundering rules

UK, USA, India

OpusDatum

Transactions monitoring/risk assessments for AML/sanctions

UK

Passfort

KYC data collection and verification

UK

Privitar

Help clients to get ready learn General Data Protection Regulation

UK

Provenir

Multiple source KYC data analysis

USA, UK, Singapore

Signzy

Digital onboarding using AI and cryptography

India

SimpleKYC

KYC workflow including beneficial owners

Australia

Bloq

Transactions and counterparty monitoring on the blockchain

USA, Shanghai

Tradle

Blockchain-based customer onboarding and AML reporting

UK

TransparINT

Multi-source adverse media searches

USA

Provides instant electronic identity & address verification for 4 billion people in 60+ countries

USA, Canada, UK, New Zealand, Australia

RoboComplianceOfficer
NAME

DESCRIPTION

REGION

Planet of finance

The all in one compliance solution that delivers Money-ID, the first financial passport with 360º customer
information.

Monaco, Switzerland
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Cybersecurity
NAME

DESCRIPTION

REGION

Alyne

Provide security, governance and risk management as a service enabling you to make the right decisions
for protecting your most valuable information

UK, Germany

APrivacy

Secure communications control and analytics

Canada, Hong Kong

DarkTrace

Identifies new emerging threats in real time by detecting anomalies in the system

UK, USA, Singapore

Helm

Cybersecurity and data protection compliance assessment for fintech and regulators

UK, USA

Sysnet Global Solutions

Cybersecurity management for merchants

Ireland, USA, UK, Poland, India, South Africa

Communications Monitoring
NAME

DESCRIPTION

REGION

Ariadne

Cloud based method of capturing, linking and revealing all of the components of the
compliance environment

UK

Beyond Enterprise

Help firms assess the status of their communications monitoring program

UK

CheckRecipient

Prevent Highly Sensitive Information being sent to the wrong people on email using CheckRecipient’s
Machine Learning & Artificial Intelligence

UK, India, United Arab Emirates

Easier Compliance

Easier way to manage and monitor compliance and risk driven change

UK

Enepath

Integrated verbal communication solution for trading desks

UK, USA, Hong Kong, Singapore, Japan

Novastone

Secure messaging tool for communication with clients

UK

Qumram

Facilitates fraud detection, and the big data we capture supports customer experience analysis

Switzerland, Spain, UK, Netherlands, USA

Recordsure

Help organisations understand & optimise their customer interactions

UK
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Market Surveillance
NAME

DESCRIPTION

REGION

Alacra

Compliance workflow solutions & reference data solutions

UK, USA

Ancoa

Provide contextual surveillance and analytics for exchanges, regulators, brokers and trading desks

Ireland, UK

Behavox

Enterprise platform that unifies all types of data into a single data lake

UK, USA, Singapore

Chainalysis

Market surveillance and fraud detection on bitcoin transactions

USA

Comply Sci

Compliance management workflows based on each employee’s risk profile

UK, USA

Digital Reasoning

Digital Reasoning is another firm tapping into financial institutions’ need to track staff behaviour

UK, USA

Eliptic

The company aims to transfer the rigorous security and compliance standards of traditional finance to the
world of digital currencies

UK

Neurensic

Identifies high-risk trading behavior from previous market abuse instances

USA

Polycoin

BitCoin transaction monitoring

Israel

Forcepoint

Used by information security and regulatory surveillance teams to mitigate the threat of malicious insiders

USA

Sybenetix

Provide Market Surveillance and Compliance Monitoring software for banks, asset managers, hedge funds

UK

TradeFlow

Trade data tracking and risk alerting

Ireland

Trapets

Detection of insider trading and market abuse

UK, Sweden
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Stress Testing/Capital Planning
NAME

DESCRIPTION

REGION

Algorithmica

UCITS IV and Solvency II simulations

Sweden

AlgoSave

Calculates expected credit losses and impairment calculations for accounting and BASEL purposes

Israel

Ayasdi

Big data and analytics company that helps financial institutions with their risk management & modeling,
making it easier to comply with Basel 3 and required stress testing

USA

OS-IS

Calculating credit risk for stress testing scenarios

Netherlands

Percentile

Everyday, Risk Managers need to answer complex questions from the business, investors and regulators

UK

Suade

Regulatory concerns about compliance, managing costs and conducting analysis

UK

Symetrics

Banking stress testing models

Netherlands

NAME

DESCRIPTION

REGION

Feature Space

Adaptive behavioral analytics

UK, USA

Mitek

Mobile identity capture and verification

USA, Netherlands

Netguardians

Audits human behavior across channels and transactions

Switzerland, Kenya, Singapore, Poland

Risk Ident

Intelligent protection against online fraud

USA, Germany, UK, France

Fraud Detection
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Controls Automation
NAME

DESCRIPTION

REGION

Capnovum

Asset based services help their clients stay informed and in control of ever more complex regulatory
requirements

Switzerland

Commcise

Commission management software

UK, USA, Bangalore

Continuity

Automatic alert generation and workflow solution

USA

CoVi Analytics

Compliance as a Service (CaaS), reducing the cost of compliance and helping insurers make decisions faster

UK

CUBE Global

AI-driven RegTech solution provides an automated approach to identifying, analysing and monitoring global
regulatory requirements to automate risk and compliance processes

UK, USA, Australia

Droit

Automates client trade compliance

UK, USA

EarlyIQ

Verifies that investors are accredited for Regulation D investments

USA

Met Facilities

FCA regulatory hosting umbrella for funds, start-ups, fin-techs and financial services firms

UK

Message Automation

Specialist provider of Post Trade, Control solutions. Help clients manage the multiple trade processing
challenges created by new regulations and market practices across all. Asset classes in OTC, ETD and FI
markets

UK

Neota Logic

Customizable compliance automation solutions

USA

Quarule

Intelligent compliance and risk control tools

USA

Red Marker

Identifies potential compliance issues with websites and manage their remediation

Australia

NAME

DESCRIPTION

REGION

AvoxData

Data entity identification data enrichment

BIGControls

Business incentives management

USA

KoreConX

Organizes, manages and shares corporate information securely

Canada, Australia, Peru, United Arab Emirates

GreenKey

Provide leading trader voice soft turret, soft phone and automated speech recognition applications

UK, USA

Non-Fintech
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Join the largest marketplace dedicated to wealth management
Go

